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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Declining birth rate has negative impact on sales, although baby and child-specific suncare products see robust growth
Income disparity influences demand with products and packaging tailored to meet different audiences
Competitive landscape remains relatively consolidated due to faith placed in trusted brands

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Baby and child-specific products has potential to expand, alongside rising disposable incomes
Established local apparel brands could provide an additional avenue for companies to market their products
Oral care offers growth opportunities for baby and child-specific products
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Opportunities remain in bath and shower, despite normalisation of hygiene behaviours post-pandemic
Bar soap continues to dominate sales, thanks to its affordability and wide range of products, while smaller brands attract greater attention
Intimate washes benefit from a spate of new, local entrants.

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Bath and shower offers significant scope for growth, with skin whitening claims continuing as a key driver of sales
Body wash/shower gel will see further development, but players will need to take account of local preferences
Continued shift towards e-commerce
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS

Colour cosmetics sees dynamic performance alongside return of busy lifestyles
Lip and cheek tints are valued for their versatility and long-lasting properties
Competition intensifies, as local brands raise their profile

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES

Premium brands are expected to look to expand their presence, alongside rising disposable incomes
E-commerce will play a key role in generating demand, but bricks-and-mortar stores will remain important
Home-grown brands will gain a stronger foothold in the market by tailoring their products to the needs of local consumers
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Deodorants in the Philippines

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Deodorants thrive as consumers return to active lifestyles, with focus on fragrance mists and offerings with skin whitening properties.
Consumers look to avoid aluminium-based products.
Local and international brands vie for share.

**PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES**
Product development will drive growth, as brands focus on an ingredient-led positioning.
Deodorant sprays offer scope for premium brands, while deodorant wipes are poised to gain more attention.
E-commerce set to win further share.
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**KEY DATA FINDINGS**

**2023 DEVELOPMENTS**
Buoyant demand for fragrances, alongside resumption of social activities and increase in marketing efforts.
Influx of new arrivals across all price segments.
Distribution landscape in a state of flux as players seek out new opportunities in e-commerce.

**PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES**
Economic growth should boost demand while e-commerce retailers work on building trust in the authenticity of their products.
E-commerce will offer further opportunities for players, although physical stores will continue to play an important role.
Eau de parfum will remain a popular option due to its perceived ability to withstand humidity
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**Hair Care in the Philippines**

**KEY DATA FINDINGS**

**2023 DEVELOPMENTS**

Salon professional products help add value to a mature category  
Return to busy, social lifestyles boost demand for colourants, while conditioners and treatments see stagnant performance, despite new entrants  
Multinationals maintain dominance, but local brands attract considerable interest, with social media playing an important role

**PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES**

Premiumisation could help deliver value growth as hair care suffers from maturity  
Toning shampoos and styling agents have room to grow thanks to new and developing trends  
Scalp serums with a medical positioning will gain significant traction among consumers
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Table 66 - Sales of Hair Care by Category: Value 2018-2023  
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**Men's Grooming in the Philippines**

**KEY DATA FINDINGS**

**2023 DEVELOPMENTS**

Men's grooming continues to thrive, with a knowledgeable local consumer base helping to drive demand  
Men's grooming market continues to be impacted by general beauty and personal care trends  
Private label sees growing interest but Unilever and Procter & Gamble maintain dominance

**PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES**

Positive outlook for men's grooming with further segmentation in terms of benefits  
New business opportunities should benefit sales of men's shaving and skin care  
Multinationals likely to retain their lead but e-commerce will open the door to smaller brands with more unique offerings
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Oral Care in the Philippines

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Celebrity-driven culture underpins quest to achieve the perfect smile
Health and wellness trend fuels demand for mouthwashes/dental rinses
Oral care sees an increasing focus on natural and sustainable ingredients and products

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Oral care set to grow and expand as consumers develop more sophisticated routines
Dental products that can be used on infants offer scope for growth
Breath strips/mouth fresheners could prove to be popular
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Skin Care in the Philippines

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Ingredient-led beauty remains popular, but some consumers are following less complex skin care regimes
Celebrity endorsements remain a valuable marketing tool
Sustainability concerns come to the fore, although counterfeit products remain a concern

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
The Philippines is likely to remain a popular testing ground for new products
Premium and affordable skin care products are both set to thrive, as consumers mix and match
Growing interest in organic products
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KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Sun care continues to shine, thanks to growing levels of health awareness and wide availability of products at accessible price points
Launch of more sophisticated products in sun protection, while self-tanning remains unpopular
Natural, plant-based ingredients provide inspiration

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Consumers likely to be willing to pay more for better results when it comes to sun care
Skin care and colour cosmetics with sun protection benefits could cannibalise sales
Local and regional brands will present a threat to international players, while parallel imports will continue to pose a challenge
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Premium Beauty and Personal Care in the Philippines

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Continued growth for premium beauty and personal care as consumers follow the influence of celebrities
Dermocosmetics and ingredient-led beauty drive interest in premium products
Competitive landscape remains highly fragmented with e-commerce becoming increasingly important

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Growing thirst for luxury products, with social media influencers playing a key role
Retail e-commerce set to thrive thanks to competitive pricing and expanding product offer
Consumers will pay more for better results due to growing focus on skin health
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Mass Beauty and Personal Care in the Philippines

KEY DATA FINDINGS

2023 DEVELOPMENTS
Healthy growth in 2023, with mass colour cosmetics, fragrances and deodorants benefiting from return of busy, pre-pandemic lifestyles
Multinationals lead sales but local brands make strides
Skin lightening products and dermocosmetics retain a strong presence

PROSPECTS AND OPPORTUNITIES
Filipinos will become more open to trying new products, alongside rising levels of purchasing power, with local brands expected to gain traction
Mass sun care has further potential as consumers become more aware of the dangers of sun exposure, while high number of denture wearers offers scope for gargles/mouth rinses
Men’s grooming will offer new opportunities for brands to expand their presence in the market

CATEGORY DATA
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